The 2020 course was well-received! The participants attended included 79% histopathologists, 3% dermatologists and 18% dermatopathologists/dermatologist. The participants were from 12 different countries (United Kingdom, Germany, Spain, Norway, Ireland, Singapore, USA, Saudi Arabia, Qatar, Egypt, South Africa, and Pakistan). All participants said they would definitely recommend the course to other colleagues.

Some of the comments we received after the 2020 course:

- “This course has been phenomenal so far!! I cannot begin to express my appreciation. Waiting for more sessions”
- “Thank you Prof Ibrahim for a wonderful course. Examples are excellent and you are such an excellent, patient teacher. I wish I had such a wonderful teacher in my registrar years”
- “Interesting and well organised. A lot of effort has clearly been put into it. I liked the interactive part and group discussion the most”
- “Nicely organized! Very interactive and good!”
- “All I have about the course are positives. Prof Hazem is a genius. I can listen to him all day. He has a captivating way of speaking and impacting knowledge.”
- “Very enlightening course conferring a lot of personal experience and expertise on part of the lecturer - thank you for the great course!”
- “The course was excellent thank you”
- “I'm impressed at Dr. Ibrahim's level of knowledge and he's very good at teaching. I'm also happy that zoom worked so well. Very good handouts. It was a lot of information presented over a small amount of time, but it worked.”
- “The course was excellent thank you”
- “Being a newly joined consultant I learned a lot from this course. Excellent presentations and cases. Thank you so much.”
- “Fantastic course! So much information covering all aspects of dermatopathology – absolutely essential for anyone wishing to practice in dermatopathology. Thank you Professor for a wonderful course and Hend for organising!”
- “Going through the cases and being able to ask questions live is a great way to learn”
- “Very interesting and enthusiastic teaching.”
- “Very good course with apt discussion. I have learned many valuable lessons. Thanks”
- “Very interesting and instructive cases”
- “Excellent course - wide range of cases – description, diagnosis, differentials and all key point discussion relevant to entity”
- “Brilliant conceptualisation with both Hazem’s expertise and Hend’s efficiency and prompt trouble shooting skills” “Slide clubs post course period are discussed on the spot which is useful”